
Being Orthodox 
during COVID 

& Social Unrest
(and healing afterwards)



Small Talk: who I am and what I’ve been up to

V. Rev. (Douglas) Anthony Perkins (UOC-USA)
u Rector, Holy Resurrection mission in Waynesville, NC

u Regular fill-in priest at Christ the Savior (Antiochian) in Anderson, SC

u PhD Student in Comparative Politics at the University of Georgia
u Also a part-time MAT student in Special Education

u Professor, St. Sophia Ukrainian Orthodox Theological Seminary

u Host, Good Guys Wear Black (AFR) and OrthoAnalytika podcasts
Academic work is on the relationship between ritual, ideology, and moral 
development and on the crucial role diversity plays in discernment.

Also husband of Pani Matka Tina Marie and father to Nicholas (25), 
Warren (17), Helen (15), and Claire (9).  We have two dogs, four birds 
(you’ll hear them), and five chickens.



Let’s name what we’ve been through

The past year has brought great challenges.  
u Pandemic of unknown and then brutal consequence
u Lockdown and all its tiring logistics and temptations
u An absolutely brutal political season
u (Tribal) polarization and a climate of anger and distrust

ALL OF US have been affected by these and more.
God is here, offering to heal and restore us.

(Do we want to be healed?)



WE ARE TIRED.  Plumb wore’ out.  
If not outright rrrnt.

Jesus Christ said; “Come to me, all who 
labor and are heavy laden, and I will 
give you rest. Take my yoke upon you, 
and learn from me; for I am gentle and 
lowly in heart, and you will find rest for 
your souls. For my yoke is easy, and my 
burden is light.” 

Matthew 11:28-30



Rest for my soul?!

Yes, 
please.



Two burdens: a choice

Jesus Christ said; “Come to me, all who labor and are heavy laden, and I 
will give you rest. Take my yoke upon you, and learn from me; for I am 
gentle and lowly in heart, and you will find rest for your souls. For my yoke 
is easy, and my burden is light.”  Matthew 11:28-30

There are two burdens mentioned here: for us, 
the first is the burden that the world tries to 
impose on us.  
The second is the one that Christ-God offers.  
The world’s has worn us out and threatens to 
destroy us;  God’s is “easy” and leads us to 
healing, peace, and glory.



But it really is a choice; a decision…

Since then so great are its benefits, so 
great its security, so great its gladness, let 
us with all our soul, with all our diligence, 
draw this yoke; that we may “find rest 
unto our souls,” and attain unto the good 
things to come.  

St. John Chrysostom 
Homily on Matthew 11



My hope is …

… that we take this time of Great Lent to recover, to bring 
peace to our souls and love to our eyes.
… that we learn to see that our enemies – the ones we find it so 
easy to blame for the trials of this past year and the suffering 
those trials have caused – with compassion and charity.  
… that we come through on the other side secure enough in 
Christ to see how they themselves have been wounded, to see 
how they themselves have been burdened, and to work 
earnestly for their healing and relief. 
… that our parishes become places that model the new 
humanity in which all of our differences are blessings and 
excuses for love and growth (rather than exploited temptations 
for division).



… bring peace to our souls 
and love to our eyes.

Christ the Messiah is The Peacemaker:
He who dwells in the hope of the Most High abides in the shelter 
of the God of Heaven…

He will free us from the snares of the hunters and from every 
troubling word. (Psalm 90/91)

He is also the Light (of love!) that illumines all (with eyes to see): 
The light of the body is the eye: if therefore thine eye be single, 
thy whole body shall be full of light.

But if thine eye be evil, thy whole body shall be full of darkness. 
If therefore the light that is in thee be darkness, how great is 
that darkness! (Matthew 6:22-23)



… bring peace to our souls 
and love to our eyes.

These two combine into one concept: the Peacemakers (and they are “Blessed”)

Come, ye children, hearken unto me; I will teach you the fear of the Lord.
What man is he that desires life, that loves to see good days?
Keep your tongue from evil, and your lips from speaking guile.
Turn away from evil, and do good; seek peace, and pursue it. (Psalm 33: 11-14)

St. Peter quotes this Psalm and then preaches on it.  Let’s look at what he says;

Finally, all of you, have unity of mind, sympathy, brotherly love, a tender heart, and a 
humble mind. Do not repay evil for evil or reviling for reviling, but on the contrary, 
bless, for to this you were called, that you may obtain a blessing. 
(Peter 3:8-10)

Let’s break that down.



… bring peace to our souls 
and love to our eyes.

Finally, all of you, have unity of mind, sympathy, brotherly love, a tender heart, and a 
humble mind. Do not repay evil for evil or reviling for reviling, but on the contrary, 
bless, for to this you were called, that you may obtain a blessing. 
(Peter 3:8-10)

Unity of Mind.
“Let us love one another so that with ONE MIND we may confess: Father, Son, and Holy 
Spirit, the Trinity One in Essence and Undivided.” (Anaphora of St. John Chrysostom) 

And what follows next?  Why is it so central to this blessed unity?  To peacemaking?



… bring peace to our souls 
and love to our eyes.

Finally, all of you, have unity of mind, sympathy, brotherly love, a tender heart, and a 
humble mind. Do not repay evil for evil or reviling for reviling, but on the contrary, 
bless, for to this you were called, that you may obtain a blessing. 
(Peter 3:8-10)

Sympathy.
He who dwells in the help of the Most High shall lodge in the shelter of the God of 
heaven…
He shall overshadow you with His shoulders, and under His wings you shall hope;
His truth shall encircle you with a shield. (Psalm 90: 1, 4-5).

We have an opportunity to imitate this attitude God has toward us.  
Our thoughts determine our lives … and the world (Elder Thaddeus).



… bring peace to our souls 
and love to our eyes.

Finally, all of you, have unity of mind, sympathy, brotherly love, a tender heart, and a 
humble mind. Do not repay evil for evil or reviling for reviling, but on the contrary, bless, for 
to this you were called, that you may obtain a blessing. 
(Peter 3:8-10)

Brotherly love, a tender heart.
Love is patient and kind; love is not jealous or boastful; it is not arrogant or rude. 
Love does not insist on its own way; it is not irritable or resentful; 
it does not rejoice at wrong, but rejoices in the right. 
Love bears all things, believes all things, hopes all things, endures all things. 

We have an opportunity to imitate this attitude God has toward us.  
Our thoughts determine our lives … and the world (Elder Thaddeus).



… bring peace to our souls 
and love to our eyes.

Finally, all of you, have unity of mind, sympathy, brotherly love, a tender heart, and a 
humble mind. Do not repay evil for evil or reviling for reviling, but on the contrary, 
bless, for to this you were called, that you may obtain a blessing. 
(Peter 3:8-10)

A humble mind.
I once saw three monks receive the same injury at the same time. One felt the sting of 
this, but kept silent; the second rejoiced at his injury for the reward it would bring him, 
but was sorry for the wrongdoer; and the third, thinking of the harm his erring neighbor 
was suffering, wept fervently. And fear, reward and love were to be seen at work. 

(St. John of the Ladder, Step Eight)

How often are we even humble enough to remain silent?



… that we learn to see our enemies 
with compassion and charity.

This is a hard thing.  We have become increasingly “tribal” 
and polarized.  

We see enemies where we should see neighbors. 

Tribalism, whether it is political, ethnic, or national, will 
destroy us.  

Christ came to create a new humanity, but we are doing 
our best to roll back Pentecost and celebrate division



… that we learn to see our enemies 
with compassion and charity.

Christ goes right at the tribal instinct that leads us to see 
others as enemies, going to the most primal of them all: 
blood relations.  He flips this over, redirecting this instinct;
If any one comes to me and does not hate his own father 
and mother and wife and children and brothers and 
sisters, yes, and even his own life, he cannot be my 
disciple. (Luke 14:26)

My mother and brothers are those who hear the word of 
God and carry it out. (Luke 8:20)

Hard to hear?  Yes.  But what are we to learn from this?



… that we see their pain 
and work for their healing and relief.

Going back to the image of the choice of two burdens, St. 
John Chrysostom says;
To turn the cheek is better than attacking someone; striking 
them starts the fight while enduring slights ends it.  Moreover, 
when you hit someone you enrage them but when you turn 
the other cheek you quench even your own flames [how?!].  
Everyone knows is better not to burn and be burnt than to 
burn. 
And if this hold in regard of bodies, much more in a soul.
And whether is lighter, to contend, or to be crowned? to fight, 
or to have the prize?



Great Lent is a perfect time to heal

Fast from anger and resentment … 
… and relax under God’s protection.

Fast from seeing the worst in people … 
… and delight in their beauty.

Fast from fear …
… and trust that God loves (you and this world)

Fast from the darkness of despondency …
… and know that God is with you there.

Fast from reacting to the world …
… God can handle things without you for a while.



Put to death the old man …

Ephesians 4:18-24 (The Message translation)

And so I insist—and God backs me up on this—that there be no 
going along with the crowd, the empty-headed, mindless crowd. 
They’ve refused for so long to deal with God that they’ve lost 
touch not only with God but with reality itself. They can’t think 
straight anymore. …

But that’s no life for you who have put on Christ! … Everything—
and I do mean everything—connected with that old way of life 
has to go. It’s no good. Get rid of it! And then take on an entirely 
new way of life—a God-fashioned life, a life renewed from the 
inside and working itself into your conduct as God accurately 
reproduces his character in you.



It takes a lot of trust 
to give up the habits of this past year.

But they are destroying us.  Let’s take the easier burden.
u Immersion in the news

u Replaced by good books, movies, and podcasts

u Following politics and rumors about princes and sons of men
u Replaced by restoring connections with families, friends, and parish

u Looking into other people’s minds to judge their intent
u Watching our own thoughts and reactions and being charitable towards 

others

u Making sure we spend at least as much time in prayer and quiet 
(walks!) as we do on social media (guard your thoughts!).



Our ways of coping have gotten us 
through a difficult time, but we need more!

Our thoughts determine our lives, but we control our thoughts!!!

u Fear, anger, and despondency have become routine and normal for us

It is time to rewire our minds with better thoughts, thoughts that are not just defensible, but TRUE and 
GOOD.  Godly thoughts.  Peaceful thoughts.  Kind thoughts.  Thoughts that looks for and celebrate 
beauty.  Loving and lovely thoughts.

u If there are two ways of seeing something, both of which fit the facts, pick the one that spreads 
peace, hope, and love.  Because it is not just factual, but TRUE.

This will be hard.  Bad habits are always hard to change.  Replacing them with good ones helps.  
But it also helps to look at and anticipate the ”new man” that this way of thinking and living will 
create.

u This is the ”light burden” and the ”easy yoke”, and it is so much better than the heavy load 
that has all but broken out backs.



Another hope for Great Lent 
and the taking up of a new, lighter burden

… that our parishes become places that model the new 
humanity in which all of our differences are blessings and 
excuses for love and growth (rather than exploited 
temptations for division).

u I deal with this last because it’s patterns (ruts!) are so 
hard to replace 



The Context: Political Polarization

u The people of the United States are increasing polarized, most 
notably by ideology. Politics are less less about ideas than 
about identity (Uncivil Agreement)

u This commitment to partisan identity makes its division primary 
– at the expense of cross-cutting ones that would allow for 
compromise

u The tribal identity then becomes the primary lens of seeing …

u … and the demonization of the enemy and the justification of 
the self/tribe become the default mode of analysis



The Context: Political Polarization

u This problem is made more acute by social media 
u Lack of empathetic cues/reinforcers 
u Ease of confirmation (even for fringes)
u The model of social media dehumanizes in many ways

u In the days of COVID and politicking, the problem is 
compounded by many factors 
u Fear, anger, isolation
u More time on dehumanizing social media and intentionally divisive 

news media
u More time being manipulated by campaign messages



The Context: Political Polarization

u The Parish as a Solution (a fractal of the new humanity)
u Cross-cutting cleavages in our parishes
u Some self-selection, but parish membership is “sticky”, 

especially in ethnic communities
u Over the past year this has broken down

uNo ad hoc communication (Zoom dehumanizes)
uOur church experience is disconnected from personal 

interaction
uReligious experience is siloed – reinforcing cleavages



The Context: Political Polarization

u We bring our political tribalism to the church parish to divide it

u To show how diabolical this is, look at how these are less decisions 
to be made than signs of identity (and excuses for outrage)
u The use of masks in worship

u Streaming vs. reader’s services vs. coming to church

u Even the distribution of communion has become a shibboleth! 

u We have to rise above our tribalism; seek peace and pursue it

u The world has no interest in our peace; we have to reverse the flow



I really am saying we have to let go …

u of our ideology and identity concerns
u of our fear about the pandemic
u of our anger about the pandemic response
u of our concern about church politics (!)
u of all the things that make us defensive and self-

righteous (and our lists are different!)



God will give us (back) what we really need

Great Lent is “get back to basics” time.

It takes a lot of trust to let go of the burdens 
that seem so “needful” to us.

But only one thing is needful.

On the other side of this transformation, 
we can get back into politics and the like
but with a new freedom and perspective

and no longer as slaves. Воля!



Putting it into perspective

People are going to come back hurt, angry, 
confused, and with a wagon full of baggage.

We have to be ready to meet them 
as healers and peacemakers, 

not as tribal warriors.





The Virtue of Confident Humility

u Holding our own opinions – even about “church” – light 
enough to allow for correction and to hear others as 
something other than a threat

u Our self-worth is not tied to our opinions or any label 
u The need for ”Transcendent Introspection” to identify our 

own biases and the extent to which we are “tribal” and 
identity-driven

u Charity towards the intent, insights, and work of others
u Active listening



A Plug for Diversity:
Harmony is a Feature of The Pattern

u Differences in constitution and orientation (to include liberal, 
conservative, and libertarian) are part of the design 

u When differently constituted and oriented people work together
u They keep each other honest (flaws are easier to see in the other)
u They complement each other (because they bring different gifts)
u They move the whole enterprise to the next level

u The ontology of unity (in plurality) is part of the plan for redeeming 
the world

u We are growing a new humanity (in the Logos) where differences no 
longer divide but provide blessings and an increase in 
understanding and more opportunities to love (Babel vs. Pentecost) 



A Plug for Diversity – even the curmudgeon

The Church needs different people. All - both those who are distinguished by a gentle disposition 
and those who are severe in temper - bring their ministry to the Church. The human body needs 
different food - both sweet and sour, even bitter dandelion leaves are needed. After all, every 
food has its own substances and vitamins. Likewise, the Body of the Church needs people of any 
kind. One person makes up for the temper of another. Each of us is obliged to endure not only 
the peculiarities of the spiritual makeup of our neighbor, but even those weaknesses that exist in 
him as a person. Unfortunately, some have unreasonable complaints about others. They want 
everyone to be of the same spiritual make-up as themselves, and when another person differs 
from them, for example, in a more condescending or harsh character, they immediately come to 
the conclusion that he is not a spiritual person.

- St. Paisios the Athonite



Let Pascha be a Resurrection “Indeed” !!!

A Resurrection of our minds
A Resurrection of our habits
A Resurrection of our relationships
A Resurrection of our parishes
A Resurrection of our faith, our hope, 
and our love.


